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Abstract. This paper describes a new evaluator capable of handling noncircular or circular attribute 
grammars. The evaluator combines recursive evaluation of attribute instances and dynamic 
determination of paths in the compound ependency graph for a given input. The compound 
dependency graph is not constructed. Instead, the production-labelled semantic tree of the input 
and the dependency graphs of the productions which implicitly represent the compound epen- 
dency graph are used. The incremental version of the evaluator isobtained by a simple modification. 
It avoids re-evaluation of those attribute instances whose values are not affected by the modifica- 
tions of the input. The evaluator has time complexity linear in the number of attributes needed 
to specify the meaning of the input string, and has space complexity linear in the size of the parse 
tree. 
1. Introduction 
Attribute grammars were proposed by Knuth [22] for specifying the semantics of 
languages defined by context-free grammars [3, 11]. Each grammar symbol has 
associated with it a set of attributes. The attributes are defined in terms of other 
attributes via semantic rules associated with the productions. The meaning of an 
input string is the value of the synthesized attribute instances of the start symbol 
in the parse tree for that input. The evaluation of an attribute instance may necessitate 
the evaluation of other attribute instances. The dependencies among the attribute 
instances of a parse tree and the order in which they should be evaluated is 
represented by a graph called the compound ependency graph. 
An interactive programming environment may allow any modification of the input. 
Hence the shape of the parse tree and the semantic dependencies of its attributes 
may change in unpredictable ways. The construction of the compound ependency 
graph after each input modification is impractical. Therefore, the attribute valuator 
in such a system should determine the attribute dependencies and the order of 
attribute valuation dynamically and according to the shape of the newly constructed 
parse tree. In addition, the evaluator should determine which of the previously 
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evaluated attributes are affected by the input modifications and re-evaluate them, 
or otherwise avoid their re-evaluation. 
This paper presents an attribute evaluator [13, 14] applicable to any attribute 
grammar, noncircular or circular. The incremental version of the evaluator can be 
used in conjunction with the incremental parser of Jalili et al. [15] to provide a 
general incremental translator. The attribute evaluation algorithm simulates a 
modified depth-first traversal [12] of the graph obtained by reversing the arrows in 
the compound ependency graph associated with a parse tree, but without actually 
constructing either of the graphs. The order in which the attribute instances are 
visited is determined ynamically for every parse tree. Only those attribute instances 
needed for static evaluation of a particular attribute instance are visited. An attribute 
instance is treated as a leaf if it has a value assigned to it. The evaluation algorithm 
is repeated for every synthesized attribute of the root and, each time, it is applied 
to a possibly smaller graph since newly evaluated attribute instances become leaves. 
By marking the attribute instances, the algorithm can detect cycles in the com- 
pound dependency graph dynamically. Hence it can also be applied to circular 
grammars. 
It is not necessary to build the dependency graph of the parse tree. This graph 
is implicitly represented by the production-labelled semantic tree (a semantic tree 
whose nonterminal nodes are also labelled by the production rules) and the depen- 
dency graphs of the production rules. 
Previous work on attribute evaluators include the following. Fang [10] uses a 
brute force evaluation scheme that uses many stacks and visits the nodes of the 
parse tree in a depth-first order. Lewis et al. [23], Bochmann [2], Jazayeri et al. [18], 
Englefriet et al. [8, 9], Courcelle [5], Courcelle et al. [6] and Kastens [19] describe 
e't'ficient evaluators for restricted classes of attribute grammars. Cohen et al. [4], 
Kennedy et al. [20, 21] and Lorho [24] describe valuators for noncircular grammars. 
Madsen [25] describes an evaluator that can process circular grammars as well, but 
uses multiple stacks and constructs a DAG before evaluation. However, these 
evaluators are designed for off line processing and are not suitable for incremental 
evaluation. Demers et al. [7] and Reps et al. [27] describe incremental attribute 
evaluators uitable for syntax-directed itors that use the template approach and 
restrict he input modifications. In the system by Reps et al. [27], every node of the 
semantic tree has associated with it two auxiliary graphs to specify its attributed 
dependencies. A more complete list of references on attribute grammars can be 
found in [26]. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 attribute grammars are reviewed. 
Section 3 introduces the implicit representation f the compound ependency graph. 
Section 4 describes how a depth-first search algorithm is used in attribute valuation. 
In Section 5 the attribute evaluation algorithm is given. Section 6 describes the 
incremental attribute valuation algorithm. Finally in Section 7 the time and space 
complexities of the evaluator are discussed. 
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2. Review of attribute grammars 
An attribute grammar [22] consists of the following three parts: 
(1) Grammar: A context-free grammar G = ( VN, VT, P, s), where VN is the set of 
nonterminals, VT is the set of terminals, P is the set of productions and s ~ VN is 
the start symbol which does not appear on the right-hand side of any production 
rule. The set VNU VT is denoted as V. A production rule p~ P is written as 
p:Xo~XIX2. . .Xm with m~ > l, Xo~ VN, Xk~ V for l<~k<~m. 
(2) Attributes: For each X ~ V, there is an associated set A(X)  of attributes. 
A(X)  is partitioned into two disjoint sets I (X) ,  the inherited attributes of X which 
are based on the attributes of the ancestors, and S(X), the synthesized attributes 
of X which are based on the attributes of the descendents of X. A production 
p: Xo ~ X IX2 . . .  Xm has attribute occurrence (a, k) if a ~ A(Xk) for 0<~ k<~ m. The 
inherited attributes of the start symbol and the synthesized attributes of the terminal 
symbols, if allowed, must have initialized values. 
(3) Semantic functions: For each production p ~ P there is a finite set of semantic 
functions. For everysynthesized attribute occurrence (a, k) with k--0, and every 
inherited attribute occurrence (a, k) with 1 <~ k<~ m, there is a semantic function 
fp.o.k which defines the value of the attribute occurrence (a, k) in terms of the values 
of other attribute occurrences appearing in the same production. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that the attribute grammar is in canonical form [16]. That is, 
for every production p ~ P, the values of the attribute occurrences in S(Xo) and 
l(Xk), 1 <~ k<~m, are defined as functions of attribute occurrences in I(Xo) and 
S(Xk), l <~ k <~ m. 
A semantic tree is a parse tree in which each node labelled with X ~ V is a 
structured variable whose fields are elements of A(X). In order to determine the 
'meaning' or 'translation' of a string, first parse the string [1] and build its semantic 
tree, and then proceed to evaluate the semantic tree by computing the values of the 
fields of each node according to the semantic functions. 
For every production p:Xo-~ X~X2 . . . .  Xm, the semantic dependencies of the 
attribute occurrences of p can be described by D(p), the dependency graph of 
production p. The nodes of D(p) are the attribute occurrences of p. There exists an 
edge from node (a, k) to node (a', k') if (a, k) is an argument of the semantic 
function defining (a', k'). 
The semantic dependencies of a semantic tree T can be represented by the graph 
D(T)  called the compound ependency graph of T. The graph D(T)  is constructed 
by 'pasting together' copies of the D(p)'s for the productions occurring in the tree. 
An attribute grammar is said to be circular if there is at least one semantic tree 
whose compound dependency graph contains a circle [17]. 
Example ([22]). 
Grammar: B-~0 B~I  L ~ B L ~ LB N ~ L N ~ L.L 
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Attributes: S(B)  = v, of type integer .. 
S(L) = {v, 1}, of type integer 
S(N)  =v, of type rational number 
I ( B ) = s, of type integer 
I(L) = s, of type integer 
Syntactic rules 
pl : B->O 
p2:B-> 1 
p3:L-> B 
P4 : L! ~ I_~B 
Ps: N--> L 
Synthesized 
v(B)  =0 
v(B) = 2 ~(m 
v(L)=v(B)  
I(L)= 1 
v(L~) = v(L2)+v(B) 





s( B ) = s( Ll ) 
s(L2) = s (L  1 ) + 1 
s (L )=O 
p6"N-> L, .1-,2 v(N)=v(LI)+v(I .~) 
Dependency graphs of production rules: 
D(pl): • v(B) • s(B) 
O(pg: •~C((B) ~.  s(B) 
D(p3): %~L)  *I(L) j~s(L )  
• v(B) -~(B) 
• v(L2) 4 l(L2) 
D(ps): •~(N) 
- - .  v(L) • I(L) . s (L )  
D(p6): *~(N) 
\ ~ , )  
S(Ll) =0 
s(L2) = -l(L2) 
: s(L~-~"'-• v(S)-'~• s(B) 
• s(Li~-~ "• v(L2) " ~ •  s(L2) 
Parse tree for input string 10.1: 
T: N 
I 
L / [B  B 
I I I 
B 0 I 
I 
1 
Compound ependency graph for T: 
• v(N)  
D(T): /.../ '~'~F ~.v(L)  
v(L~) iv(L) t"l(Z) /•s(L) 
• ~ •  s(~) 
• l ( '~'~• s(L) 
• s(B) 
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3. Dependency graph representation 
For every nonterminal node n in the parse tree T, there is a production p: Xo-~ 
X~X2.. .  Xm, p ~ P such that n is labelled with the symbol Xo and has m descendents. 
For .each k, 1 <~ k <~ m, the kth descendent of n is labelled with X~ We say that 
production p applies at node n. The set of nodes labeled with Xo, Xb . . . ,  Xm is 
called the lower neighborhood for n labelled with Xo, and is called the upper 
neighborhood for each node labelled with Xk, 1 <~ k <~ m. Each node except he root 
and the terminal nodes have both lower and upper neighborhoods. The root has a 
lower neighborhood and the terminal nodes have upper neighborhoods. 
The inherited attribute instances of a node n are defined in terms of the attribute 
instances of its upper neighborhood and the production rule applied at the parent 
node of n. The synthesized attribute instances of n are defined in terms of the 
attribute instances of its lower neighborhood and the production rule applied at n. 
It should be noted that: 
(i) In the compound dependency graph D(T) of the tree T, if two attribute 
instances a and b are connected by an edge then a and b belong to the nodes of 
the same neighborhood. 
(ii) Let n and n' be two nodes of the tree T such that neither is a descendent of
the other. Every path connecting attribute instances of the descendents of n and n' 
must go through some attribute instances of n and n'. 
It is possible, in lieu of (i) and (ii), to have a two level representation f the 
dependency graph by means of the production-labelled semantic tree T (the semantic 
tree in which each nonterminal node is also labelled with the production rule applied 
at that node) and the D(p)'s. 
Production-labelled semantic tree T for string 10.1: 
N:p6:v(N)  
L:p4:v(L): I (L) :s(L)  • L:p3:v(L): l (L):s(L) 
L:p3:v(L) : l (L) :s(L)  B:p l :v(B) :s (B)  
I 







The production-labelled semantic tree T represents he global structure and the 
neighborhood relationship of the nodes and attribute instances. It also indicates 
which production rule is applied at each node. The D(p)'s represent the dependen- 
cies of the attribute instances within a neighborhood. By using T and the D(p)'s 
we can avoid the construction of the compound ependency graph and yet trace 
through every path of the dependency graph dynamically and step by step. 
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4. Attribute evaluation 
The attribute valuation of a tree T is complete when all the synthesized attribute 
instances of the root are evaluated. For simplicity, we first consider the evaluation 
algorithm for noncircular grammars. To evaluate an attribute instance a (synthesized 
or inherited), we must first evaluate the attribute instances which are the arguments 
of the semantic function defining a. Consequently, evaluation of the synthesized 
attribute instances of the root results in a recursive evaluation of other attribute 
instances. Let D(T)  be the compound dependency graph of tree T. Let RD(T) be 
the graph obtained from D(T)  by reversing the direction of the arrows. 
RD(T) for string 10.1: 
~° v(N) 
j ' j ¢ / , ~ ~  " ~" v(L) 
iv(L) " I ( ~  " s( L ) -"~ " v( B ) o s( B ) . v( B ) 
• v(B) • s(U) 
,...-----..,. 
• I (L )  ° s (L )  
os(B) 
Every synthesized attribute instance a of the root of tree T in RD(T) is a root 
node, i.e. has indegree 0. The attribute values necessary for static evaluation of a 
are precisely the values of the nodes in RD(T) that are reachable from a. Therefore, 
evaluation of a can be accomplished by employing a standard depth-first search 
algorithm [12] within the reachable set RS(a) of attribute instance a in RD(T). 
The evaluation of tree T is accomplished by applying the depth-first evaluation to 
every synthesized attribute a of the root. In general, the RS(a)'s are not disjoint 
sets. To avoid unnecessary re-evaluation of shared attribute instances, it is sufficient 
to treat every evaluated attribute as a leaf node and therefore reduce the amount 
of search during subsequent applications of the depth-first evaluation. 
It is important o note that the construction of the compound dependency graph 
D(T)  or RD(T) is not necessary. The production-labelled semantic tree and the 
dependency graphs of the production rules along with an appropriate successor 
definition provide for a very simple implementation of depth-first evaluation. 
For every attribute instance a, its successors in RD(T) are determined as follows: 
Let n be the node of the tree T associated with the attribute instance a. If a is an 
inherited attribute instance, then examine the upper neighborhood of n and the 
production rule p applied at the parent node of n. If a is a synthesized attribute 
instance, then examine the lower neighborhood of n and the production rule p 
applied at n. Every attribute instance (within the appropriate neighborhood) which 
is an argument of the semantic function defining a, in the dependency graph of the 
production rule p, is a successor of the attribute instance a. The attribute instances 
defined as successors of a are precisely the nodes reachable from a, in the graph 
RD(T), by a path of length 1. 
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So far, it has been assumed that the grammar is noncircular. The algorithm can 
be modified to allow evaluation of circular grammars. The evaluation of a tree T 
can be completed if the reachable sets RS(a)'s of the synthesized attribute instances 
of the root of T do not contain any circular path. The existence of a circular path 
can be detected by employing a simple mechanism for marking the attribute in- 
stances. The attribute instances are marked as they are visited during the traversal 
of the graph RS(a)'s. A circular path is detected if the traversal algorithm visits an 
attribute instance whose value has not yet been computed but it has previously been 
marked. The evaluation of the semantic tree cannot be completed ue to circularity 
and the evaluation process must halt. 
5. Attribute evaluation algorithm 
The evaluator uses a single push-down stack and references both the production- 
labelled semantic tree and the dependency graphs of the production rules. It is 
assumed (for simplicity of presentation) that each attribute instance a in the semantic 
tree can be accessed by a pointer and that a has two fields associated with it. The 
'value' field used for storing the value of a and the field 'status' used for marking 
a. The status field can have one of three integer values {0, l, 2}. The status value '0' 
indicates that a has not been visited and therefore the value of a has not been 
computed. The status value ' l '  indicates that a has been visited but its value has 
not been computed. The status value '2' indicates that value of a has been computed. 
The status field of each attribute instance is initialized to '0' during the construction 
of the tree. 
The values of the fields associated with the attribute instances in the tree are 
stored and/or  retrieved from the appropriate locations (node and attribute fields) 
of the tree. Each entry of the stack is a pointer to a particular attribute instance in 
the tree. By storing only the pointers in the stack, the evaluator is able to use the 
latest value associated with each field. 
Let 'current-attribute' be the pointer to an attribute instance a in the production- 
labelled semantic tree T. The function successor-RDT (current-attribute) returns a 
set of attribute pointers. Each pointer in the set points to an attribute instance which 
is a successor of a in the graph RD(T). The behavior of the attribute evaluation 
algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
Tree Evaluation Algorithm 
procedure evaluate-tree (var t, production-labelled-semantic-tree); 
const not-visited = 0, visited = 1, computed = 2; 
{**Each attribute instance has a value and a status field associated with it.**} 
{**The attribute instances in t are initialized as 'not-visited' during the**} 
{**construction of the tree.**} 
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ear x: attribute instance; 
x-pointer, current-attribute, successor-attribute: attribute pointer; 
successor-list: set of attribute pointers; 
pointer-stack: stack of attribute pointers; 
computable: boolean; 
begin 
{**Initialize stack by pushing pointers to the synthesized attributes**} 
{**of the root of t on pointer-stack.**} 
for each synthesized attribute x of root of t do 
push x-pointer on pointer-stack; 
endfor 
while pointer-stack # empty do 
current-attribute := top element of pointer-stack; 
if current-attribute.status = computed 
then pop pointer-stack; {**Value of current-attribute is already**} 
{**computed.**} 
else {**Check whether value of current-attribute can be**} 
{**computed. If not,**} 
{**attribute instances necessary for its evaluation are pushed**} 
{**on stack.**} 
computable := true; 
successor-list :=successor-RDT(current-attribute); 
for each successor-attribute in successor-list do 
if successor-attribute.status = not-visited 
then computable := false; 
push successor-attribute on pointer-stack; 
else if successor-attribute.status = visited 
then {**Successor of current-attribute is marked visited but**} 
{**its value is not computed.**} 
report circularity; 





then compute current-attribute.value; 
current-attribute.status := computed; 
pop pointer-stack; {**Value of current-attribute is computed.**} 
else {**All successors with undefined value are stacked.**} 
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6. Incremental attribute evaluation 
Our incremental parser [15] constructs the semantic tree of a modified input by 
using some of the previously constructed and perhaps evaluated subtrees taken from 
the tree of the old input. More specifically, let w~ be an input string, T~ the semantic 
tree of w~, and w2 a modification of w~. T2, the semantic tree of w2 is constructed 
by using some subtrees from T~ as shown in the following figure: 
A 
/ l \  
B C D 
/ \  
E F 
AA 
The subtrees F and D are the subtrees taken from parse tree T~. The nodes A, 
B, C and subtree E are newly generated uring the construction of T:. The nodes 
of the old subtrees may have attribute instances with values computed uring the 
evaluation of T1. The structure of semantic tree T2 and its semantic dependencies 
differs from that of tree T~. The evaluation of new attribute instances and the validity 
of the values of the old ones must be determined according to the dependencies 
dictated by the new tree T2. 
Consider the following situation which may arise in an incremental programming 
environment. Let t be a subtree of T~ with a and b two attribute instances belonging 
to t. The semantic functions defining a and b have a common argument. Let e be 
the attribute instance needed in evaluating the attribute instances a and b. The 
evaluation of the synthesized attributes of the root of T~ requires the values of both 
a and b and therefore c. The tree T2 also contains the same subtree t. The evaluation 
of T2 depends only on a and therefore c. Assume that value of c is changed in T2. 
Further modifications of the input result in a new tree T3 containing the same subtree 
t. The synthesized attributes of the root of T3 depend on both a and b. The value 
of c in T3 remains the same as in T2. However, the value of c in T3 differs from its 
value in T~. Therefore, value of b computed uring the evaluation of Tm must be 
recomputed in T3. The above example demonstrates that an incremental ttribute 
evaluator should keep a record of when values of attribute instances are changed. 
This information is needed to determine when updating of values become necessary. 
To detect circularity in a newly constructed tree, it is necessary to perform a 
depth-first traversal and marking of the attribute instances according to the previous 
algorithm. However, the incremental evaluator must avoid unnecessary e-evaluation 
of those attribute instances whose values remain the same in the new tree Tn. 
6.1. Avoid unnecessary re-evaluation 
The range of values of the status field associated with each attribute instance a 
is expanded to be the domain of nonnegative integers {0, 1, 2, 3 , . . .  }. The status 
field of each attribute instance associated with a new node is initialized to be '0' 
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during the construction of the tree. An integer variable called count is designated 
such that its value is incremented by 3 prior to each evaluation of the tree. The 
value of count is initially 0. The value of status field is interpreted with respect o 
the value of count. A status value less than or equal to ' count -3 '  indicates that a 
has not been visited and the value of a has not been validated in the context of the 
new tree Tn. The status value equal to ' count -2 '  indicates that a has been visited 
but the value of a has not been validated. The status value equal to ' count -1 '  
indicates that the value of a has been computed in the new tree and it differs from 
the previous value. The status value equal to 'count' indicates that the value of a 
has been computed and remains the same in the new tree Tn. 
An additional integer field called time is associated with each attribute instance 
a. The value of time indicates when the value of a was changed. The value of time 
is initially set to '0' for attribute instances of the new nodes during tree construction. 
The value '0' indicates that a has never been computed, i.e. has an undefined value. 
Time takes on the value of count when value of a is computed for the first time or 
is changed. 
The behavior of the evaluator can be described as follows. Let a be the attribute 
instance pointed to by the top entry of the stack. One of the following cases may arise. 
(a) All successors of a have validated but unchanged values. If  the value of a is 
undefined, then compute the value of a, mark it as having a changed value and 
record the time of evaluation. If a has a previously computed value and the value 
of time for a is more recent or equal to the time associated with each of its successors, 
skip recomputation of a and simply mark a as having unchanged value. Otherwise, 
recompute a and compare the two values. If the two values are the same, mark a 
as having unchanged value. Otherwise, mark it as an attribute with a changed value 
and update the time for a. Pop the stack. 
(b) All successors of a have validated values, but at least one has a changed 
value. Recompute value of a and compare it with the old value. If  the two values 
are the same, mark a as having unchanged value. Otherwise, mark it as an attribute 
with a changed value and update the time for a. Pop the stack. 
(c) Attribute instance a has a successor whose value has not been validated. If  
this successor has been marked as visited, then report circularity and exit. Otherwise, 
push every successor of a with unvalidated value onto the stack. 
Incremental Tree Evaluation Algorithm 
production-labelled-semantic-tree; var count: 
are three fields associated with each**} 
procedure evaluate-tree (vart:  
integer); 
{**status, time and value 
{**attribute instance.**} 
{**For the new nodes in t, status and time fields are initialized to '0' during**} 
{**the construction of the tree.**} 
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var x: attribute instance; 
x-pointer, current-attribute, successor-attribute: attribute pointer; 
successor-list: set of attribute pointers; 
pointer-stack: stack of attribute pointers; 
computable: boolean; 
begin 
count := count + 3; 
unchanged := count; 
changed := count-  1 ; 
visited := count-  2; 
{**count is '0' prior to first tree evaluation.**} 
{**Attribute value unchanged.**} 
{**Attribute value changed.**} 
{**Attribute is visited but its value is not validated**} 
(**in the new tree.**} 
{**Initialize stack by pushing pointers to the synthesized attributes**} 
{**of the root of t on pointer-stack.**} 
for each synthesized attribute x of root of t do 
push x-pointer on pointer-stack; 
endfor 
while pointer-stack ~ empty do 
current-attribute := top element of pointer-stack; 
{**Check whether value of current-attribute has been computed.**} 
if (current-attribute.status = changed) 
or (current-attribute.status = unchanged) 
then pop pointer-stack; 
else computable := true; 
recompute := false; 
{**Value of current-attribute is already**} 
{**computed.**} 
successor-list :=successor-RDT(current-attribute); 
for each successor-attribute in successor-list do 
if successor-attribute.status ~< count -  3 
then {.~Value of current-attribute cannot be computed**} 
{**because a successor has not been visited and**} 
{**its value has not been validated.**} 
computable := false; 
push successor-attribute on pointer-stack; 
else if successor-attribute.status = visited 
then {**A successor of Current-attribute is marked visited**} 
{**but its value is not validated.**} 
report circularity; 
exit; {**Attribute is not computable due to circularity**} 
else {**successor-attribute hasa validated**} 
{**value i.e. its status is changed or unchanged**} 
if current-attribute.time < successor-attribute.time 













{**Value of successor-attribute has**} 
{**changed more**} 
{**recently than current-attribute,**} 
{**recomputation**} 
{**of current-attribute is necessary.**} 
recompute := true; 
if current-attribute.time = 0 
then {**Value of current-attribute has never been computed.**} 
compute current-attribute.value; 
current-attribute.time := count; 
current-attribute.status := changed; 
else if recompute 
then compute current-attribute.value; 
if current-attribute.value = previous value 
then current-attribute.status = unchanged; 
else current-attribute.status := changed; 
current-attribute.time := count; 
endif 
else {**current-attribute does not need recomputation**} 
{**of value**} 
current-attribute.status := nchanged; 
endif 
endif 
{**value of current-attribute is computed**} 
pop pointer-stack; 
{**All successors with undefined or unvalidated values are**} 
{**stacked.**} 
current-attribute.status = vi ited; 
The data structures and conventions used in the previous algorithms are chosen 
to provide easy presentation and understanding of the attribute valuation methods 
rather than the most efficient implementation f them. 
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7. Computational complexity 
The evaluator only considers the attribute instances needed for static evaluation 
of the synthesized attribute instances of the root of the semantic tree. Let N be the 
number of such attribute instances. For each needed attribute instance a, the function 
successor-RDT is called twice. This routine examines the dependency graph D(p), 
determines the successors of a in D(p) and computes their appropriate locations 
in the semantic tree. Let C be the longest execution time required by successor-RDT, 
and let F be the longest execution time required by any semantic function. Since 
the evaluator has a linear search time, the time complexity of the evaluator is 
O(N*(F+2C))=O(N). 
The space needed for the D(p)'s and the semantic functions are fixed for a given 
grammar G. The space need by the stack is generally small and at worst is propor- 
tional to N. The space requirement of the evaluator is therefore linear in the size 
of the semantic tree. 
8. Conclusions 
This paper has described a powerful attribute valuator with linear time and space 
requirements. The evaluator is capable of processing any attribute grammar. The 
existence of circularity for a given input is detected ynamically by the evaluator. 
Only the values of the attribute instances needed for static evaluation of the input 
are computed. The dynamic sequencing and the evaluation of attributable instances 
are combined into a simple procedure which does not require the construction of 
the compound ependency graph. The incremental version of the evaluator can be 
used in conjunction with an incremental parser for incremental program construction 
and translation. 
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